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Green Light Communication

for helping professionals and experienced meditators
RELATIONAL PRIMER



Dear Reader, 

Thank you for downloading our Green Light Communication 
Relational Primer.  

Green Light Communication — based on Buddhist wisdom 
teachings — is a practical guide to nurture healthy 
communication and to heal fractured communication. 

When I first encountered this approach in 2009, I was so 
deeply impressed that I immediately began studying and co-
teaching with its founder Susan Gillis Chapman.  

I felt her insights work their way down into the depths of me. 
In all the years since, it has never failed to guide me, and has 
been essential in life’s most heartbreaking and harrowing 
situations.   

Susan’s insights are informed by the breadth and depth of 
her life experience — as a meditator and meditation teacher, 
her study of Contemplative Psychology, her career as a 
psychologist, interventions with victims of domestic 
violence, with sex offenders in a maximum security prison, 
and as the leader of a 6-year advanced meditation retreat. All 
of this has ignited her insight, allowing her to adapt 
profound (and often esoteric) wisdom teachings to everyday 
interactions in a way our participants find sensible. 

For the last 10 years, I have been privileged to teach program 
after program with Susan throughout North America and 
Europe. In 2011, she went into semi-retirement and passed 
the organization to me. In the 10 years since, I’ve done my 
best to uphold the principles and power of these teachings, 



as well as expanding the models to apply to specific topics and contexts. 

This approach is — for me — indispensable, both as a student and a teacher.  

We all slip into mindlessness.  

None of us is immune.  

But when we practice Green Light Communication, it deeply transforms us. To whatever degree we can apply ourselves, 
we become that much more sensitive and resilient and caring and clear-minded and spontaneous.  

Green Light Communication has transformed my life and my relationships.  

I hope it does yours as well. 

In the vision of a sane, smart and sensible social web, 

Greg Heffron 
Executive Director 
Green Light Communication 
http://greenzonetalk.com



The Five Keys to Mindful 
Communication 
 
“Good communication is essential to any healthy relationship, whether it’s between 
spouses, family members, friends, or co-workers, and mindfulness—the practice of 
nonjudgmental awareness—can help us communicate more effectively and meaningfully 
with others in our personal and professional lives. Here, Susan Chapman, a 
psychotherapist and long-time Buddhist practitioner, explains how the practice of 
mindfulness awareness can change the way we speak and listen, enhance our 
relationships, and help us achieve our goals.” 

"In a clear and at times humorous style this encouraging book gives our heart the green light to open. 
Susan Chapman presents accessible practices from Buddhism and the best in psychology to help this 
happen." —David Richo, author of Coming Home to Who You Are 

"This is an invaluable resource for anyone who longs for connection with others. Susan Chapman’s simple explanations and engaging stories 
provide us with practical tools that let us recognize our shared humanity, moving us from a ‘me-first’ approach to a ‘we-first’ one."  
—Karen Kissel Wegela, author of The Courage to Be Present and What Really Helps 

Susan Gillis Chapman MA LMFT 

Susan is a retired Marital and Family therapist who has been practicing and teaching mindfulness meditation in the 
Buddhist tradition for over 35 years.  Susan has a unique background that combines expertise in western relationship 
psychology with spiritual practice.  After receiving an MA in Buddhist and Western Psychology from Naropa University, 
she spent ten years working with victims and perpetrators of domestic violence. During that time she worked as the 
program director for a battered women’s shelter and as the clinical director for a counseling center that offered both 
prison and community based treatment programs for men who abused women and children.



Why Mindfulness?

Western science/culture embraced mindfulness more than 15 years ago



What is Mindfulness?

clear and acute attention to current experience



What is Mindlessness?

losing clarity, depth and focus as we shift our awareness



Communication Begins with Me

If I cannot ‘listen’ to myself,  
I will not perceive communication from others



awake 
body

open 
mind tender 

heart

Our Natural Communication System
is always happening NOW

OPEN MIND
mental environment
in present moment

TENDER HEART
emotions in 
present moment

AWAKE BODY
senses in
present moment
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Mindfulness: Our Natural Communication System 
The core of our Natural Communication System is mindfulness — paying 
acute attention to the changing matrix of sensory, emotional and mental 
dynamics in real time and in the present moment. The good news is that the 
capacity to pay attention (awareness) is built into us. It can be simple, and 
workable. 

Distracting ourselves from our basic human experience has been habituated 
by our environments, families, cultures, and many other factors. Craving 
distraction from ‘who we are’ is a regular experience for nearly all of us. We 
simply ‘tune out’ of the present moment and into a ‘virtual experience.’ By 
‘living in our heads,’ we are working to avoid direct experience — and 
particularly the vulnerability that direct experience reveals. But this is like 
trying to avoid the air or the sky or your heart beating. We can only pretend 
that we’re not vulnerable. This fundamental falsehood gives rise to further 
self-deceptive constructs, always involving a mental overlay that suppresses 
our real living bodies, hearts and minds. This ‘dissociation’ insulates us from 
reality. 

Mindfulness simply asks that we softly settle back into our Awake Body, 
Tender Heart and Open Mind. This automatically brings us to the present 
moment. Whether that moment is pleasurable, painful or neither, joining with 
that experience allows us to make real choices, seek out healthy situations and 
encounter our genuine, interdependent connection with others. 

PLEASE CONSIDER 

• When do you notice yourself seeking distraction from what’s actually happening?  

• How do you notice when you’re paying close attention? 



PRACTICE FOR YOU OR SOMEONE YOU’RE HELPING 

• Take a few minutes to scan your Body, paying close attention to your five senses, one by one. 

• Scan your Heart (emotions) and find out what’s coming up in your experience. The key here is to feel without 

analyzing.  

• Briefly scan your Mind to see what’s arising in your thoughts. Notice patterns without getting too heady. Look like 

a wildlife biologist watching the creatures moving about.
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The Three Lights
         (three states of communication)

Red: Shut Down/Distracted/Mindless

Yellow: Confusion/Anxiety/Self-Attack

Green: Open/Paying Attention/Mindful



The Lights Allow Us to Navigate

If we know when to go forward, when to be careful and when 
to stop, we can avoid unnecessary delays and dangerous crashes.



The Three Lights 
These three fundamental states in our communication are always changing, 
moment by moment. Using this simple metaphor as a guide, we can discern what 
is going on in our own experience, as well as wondering about the experience of 
those around us — always in the present moment.  

Are we open to ourselves and others? (Green/mindful) 
Are we struggling with a shocking crisis of self-doubt (Yellow/unsettled) 
Or have we shut down into “toxic beliefs,” unchecked emotions or ignoring our 
senses? (Red/mindless) 

PLEASE CONSIDER 

• What does opening up feel like? What happens to your body, heart, 

mind? (Green) 

• What does it feel like when you lose confidence in your own decency and 

value? (Yellow) 

• What happens in your experience when you shut down? (Red) 

PRACTICE 

• Pick a short period of time — from a few minutes to several hours — where you’ll observe The Three Lights in your 

experience. Try to notice the Green moments. Try to identify even small “crisis” moments of Yellow. And see if you 

can notice flashes of Red (which we typically see in retrospect).



The Three Guidelines
When the Light is Red: Stop

When the Light is Yellow: Be Careful

When the Light is Green: Go
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The Three Guidelines 
Once we can identify The Three Lights, even to a basic degree, we can ask 
ourselves what to do when a Light is Red, Yellow or Green. The Three 
Guidelines sound simplistic at first, but in fact they’re rather subtle — and 
increasingly so once we tune to the present moment.  

When the Light is Red, Stop means we should recognize that if someone is 
closed, they’re already unavailable in that moment for a real exchange. Here, 
it’s better to hold steady. It’s best to wait for a genuine opening to exchange, 
than to push through and trigger a “crash.”  

When the Light is Yellow, Be Careful means that when we’re in a state of 
anxiety and self-deprecation, we need care. This isn’t just a good idea. It’s 
essential. And we also need to be ‘care-ful' — careful about which 
environments we’re exposed to, and what kind of voices we seek out (even 
working to discern which ‘voices’ within our own thoughts we take seriously). 

When the Light is Green, Go means that when we’re connected to 
ourselves, we are automatically connected to the world around us. And if our 
conversation partners are open as well…? So much is possible. This is exactly 
the time to move forward, whether on clarifying plans for the future, having an 
intimate conversation, sorting out painful misunderstandings or simply enjoying each other.  

And even when we’re alone we could appreciate the Green Light and Go with our inspirations, sensations and creativity. 

PLEASE CONSIDER 

• Have you ‘gone forward’ when someone’s light was Red? What happened? 
• Have you provided care when someone’s light was Yellow? What happened? 
• Have you gone forward in a conversation when both you and your partner’s light was Green? What resulted? 



PRACTICE 

• Choose one of The Three Guidelines and focus on it for a day. Notice what questions arise when you try to apply 

your chosen Guideline in real time. Journal about your experience. Find out what you really think about Stopping, 

Being Careful or Going.



The GREEN LIGHT 
says let’s work together

since we’re attuned, this is the optimal time to communicate



The YELLOW LIGHT 
needs care

kindness in the present reduces the chance of going red 



The RED LIGHT 
says stay out

hold steady, back away or communicate elsewhere



A “Green Zone”

the space where we naturally reconnect with our body, heart & mind



The Two Green Zones

Personal
Green Zone

Social
Green Zone



Personal Green Zone 
These are all the mindfulness-based activities and environments we seek out to soothe and 
strengthen ourselves when we feel thrown, lost or filled with self-denigration. They’re 
marked by helping us remember to reconnect in the present moment with the goodness of 
our Awake Body (senses), Tender Heart (emotions), and Open Mind (thoughts and mental 
spaciousness). The activity could be meditation — connecting deeply with yourself. It could 
be sitting by a lake watching the mist rise. It could be reading poetry. It could be playing 
with our 6 year old. Or singing. The activity isn’t as crucial as the effect the we can feel.  

PLEASE CONSIDER 

• Is this reconnecting me with myself (opening) so that I can feel strong enough to explore 
my tender spots? Or am I using it to shut down so I never encounter myself? Instead of 
feeling my Personal Green Zone activities are ‘optional,’ could I understand them as 
crucial parts of self-care, self-acceptance and self-awareness? 

PRACTICE 

• When a Yellow Light crisis arises, bring it to your own specific Personal Green Zone. This 
is whatever you choose. It means doing something simple, kind and nourishing to care 
for yourself. Perhaps it’s pulling up the memory of a beloved friend or family member 
who makes you recall your confidence. Perhaps it’s just taking a moment to slow down, bring up your gaze from your 
laptop and look at the view out the window. Perhaps it’s listening to music that makes the hairs stand up on your skin. 
Perhaps it’s reading a book that taps into deep meaning and inspiration. Whatever positive activity allows you to feel 
your human richness and value in a mindful way, offer it to yourself with the genuine desire to overcome self-
aggression.



Social Green Zone 
These are mindful conversations and connections we have with 
others that help soothe our self-doubt and self-attacks, and which 
help us reconnect with our genuine experience — our Green 
Light. We hold these conversations only with trusted friends, 
colleagues or loved ones. This isn’t the time to debate someone. 
This isn’t the time to get or give harsh feedback. In these 
moments, we need our Green Zone Friend to listen deeply and be 
powerfully present with our Yellow Light discomfort — without 
leaping to “solutions.” If we return to our Green Light, they can 
offer their views with the aim of allowing us to open further. If 
we’re still in the Yellow Light of self-attack, holding the space for 
us with a genuine depth of care and appreciation is the greatest 
medicine. 

PLEASE CONSIDER 

• The aim of a Social Green Zone is for the listener to help the 
speaker remember their own goodness and decency, and to see 
through their self-doubt. Once that occurs, many possibilities can 
open up. Without that, little is possible.  

PRACTICE 

• Look for situations in your life where the kindness and intimacy 
of others allow you deep support to explore your Yellow Light 
fears. Of course we need to feel comfortable and safe with our 
conversation partner. If no one is available, use your Personal 
Green Zone strategies instead (see previous page). 



The Five Keys to Mindful Communication
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Key of 
Mindful Presence

Natural 
Communication

System

Key of 
Mindful Speech:
Speaking Truth, Neither
Exaggerating nor 
Suppressing 

open mind

tender heart

awake body
Key of Mindful 

Relationship:
Unconditional

Friendliness/ 
The Four Seasons

of Relationship

Key of Mindful Responses:
Surfing the Wave of Nowness

Key of Mindful Listening:
Encouragement 

(”Discovering the Gold” in someone)

green zones



The Five Keys to Mindful Communication 
The Five Keys are a powerful set of teachings 
that we can only begin to cover here. 
However, they are helpful even at a very 
basic level. 

Key #1 - Mindful Presence 
(Spaciousness) 
This is being present with our Natural 
Communication System: our Awake Body, 
Tender Heart and Open Mind. This is the 
foundation of all communication and 
connection. 

Key #2 - Mindful Listening 
(Encouragement) 
This is sensing the “hidden gold” in the 
person we’re listening to. Instead of listening 
for their flaws, or their self-doubt, we listen 
for their strengths and the depth that will 
comes through when they’re connected to 
themselves. This doesn’t mean ignoring their flaws (which would be a Red Light approach). But holding their innate 
connection allows us to listen deeply. Ask yourself: what are they doing that’s rich, clear and connected? If it feels right, 
you might even highlight this in a simple way, so that they can see themselves reflected in your observation. 



Key #3 - Mindful Speech 
(Mirroring) 
This means that we can speak truth mindful of our living connection with someone. Truth is never divorced from who is 
receiving it. “Speaking truth" means speaking in a way that can be heard.  
 Truth isn’t just one person’s opinion. It’s an exchange between ourself and someone else to offer something 
important, and helpful. Here, we aim to speak truth “neither exaggerating nor suppressing” — meaning we attempt to 
stay present and not fall into our own mindless bias. This is how we can work to mirror what’s real, providing the little bits 
of genuine clarity that come through our own individual perspective. This will not be “objective truth.” (If it exists.) But it 
can still be quite useful to others at times. 

Key #4 - Mindful Relationship 
(Unconditional Friendliness) 
Relationship has different stages of intimacy, and here we learn how to travel through these different stages with 
mindfulness, realism and a warmth that isn’t dependent on whether we “get something” from our partner. From the 
moment of being in solitude, through meeting a new conversation partner, to the depth of an intimate exchange, and 
through the moments of parting (which take us back to solitude) — we can appreciate the depths of each moment. Even if 
this cycle happens on a single train ride. 

Key #5 - Mindful Responses 
(Responsiveness) 
Once we’re present with what’s happening, we get flashes — present moment insights — of what to do. This isn’t about 
knowing a fixed strategy or technique ahead of time. We never quite know what will work best, what to say, how to be with 
someone who is changing, adapting, drifting and growing. Just like we are. Instead, we learn to trust the spontaneous 
awareness that shifts, grows and adapts as we feel the situation developing — both within ourselves and within the 
reactions of those around us. At its most attuned, this leads to a kind of “flow state” we hear about, where we feel seamless 
with the situation. A brave person suddenly stands, breaking protocol, to deliver a powerful message to the crowd. One 
quivering person is able to connect with a gunman and get him to put down his weapon without harming anyone (e.g. 
Antoinette Tuff). Or even at a more mundane level — we know what to say to our teenage son that allows him to even 
slightly lessen his cycle of self-harm.



“I am 
unloveable”

“I am 
unforgivable”

“I am 
unworthy”

“ I am cut off”
(the false self)

“I am 
powerless”

The Five Yellow Light Fears
(“I’m afraid that...”)
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FEELING SELF-DOUBT

hurt, disappointed

embarrassed, put-down

criticized, blamed

ignored, shunned

“I’m afraid I’m unlovable”

“I’m afraid I’m unworthy”

“I’m afraid I’m unforgivable”

“I’m afraid I don’t belong”

performance is 
being denigrated

“I’m afraid that I’m powerless”



The Five Yellow Light Fears 
These five fears are different flavors of ‘catastrophic thinking’ that can arise 
when we get shocked, embarrassed, ashamed or alarmed — and fall into self-
attack as a compensatory strategy. “I’m so stupid,” we mutter to ourselves. Or 
“I’m worthless.”  

Coming back to mindfulness would help us realize that these are not true 
statements. But when we’re attacking ourselves in these exaggerated ways, 
we’re often too afraid to return to mindfulness. We’re frightened that we might 
“find out that we’re even worse than we thought.”  

Nothing could be further from the truth.  

The irony is that mindfulness shows us that while we might have things we 
need to change — sometimes weighty and substantial things — our basic 
human nature is awake, open, decent, worthy and empathetic.  

That’s actually what allows us to change: that innate openness at the core of 
who we are.  

Here, when we’re attacking ourselves, the instruction of When the Light is 
Yellow, Be Careful applies. How can we create or find an environment of 
caring so that we can slow down and rediscover the goodness we were born with? 

PLEASE CONSIDER 

• Do you ever hear these discouraging and disparaging voices in your own mind? How do you care for yourself 
when the arrows of this “inner critic” strike you in the heart? How do you care when someone else gets hit by 
their own arrows? 



PRACTICE 

• Going through your day, look for a few moments — even small moments — where one of these discouraging fears 
echoes in your mind. Don’t try to squash it or drown it out. Instead, surround yourself with kindness. If there 
aren’t kind people available (Social Green Zone), do it for yourself and find your specific Personal Green Zone. 
Once held in an environment that’s comfortable and reminds you of your own decency, hold the fear as you 
would a crying child. Note how it cries. Hold it lightly and tenderly. What is it telling you that even it — in its 
crisis — cannot see? Soothed by your Green Zone, let your adult consciousness open and be curious. Is this 
Yellow Light fear actually a true statement? Or is it imaginary? And if so, where is it coming from? What 
imaginary voice is telling you this? (And why?)



Stages of the Neglected
Yellow Light

Unmasked
Groundless

Caught off guard Hurt
Embarrassed
Disappointed

Anxious
Shocked

Frustrated

“...there’s something
fundamentally

wrong with me...”

distress
signal!

!



OPEN vs. CLOSED PATTERNS

OPEN/GREEN CLOSED/RED

awake/mindful

responsive

intelligent

sensitive

asleep/mindless

discoordinated

inarticulate

numb



shutting down 
triggers chain reactions



shutting down
triggers chain reactions



shutting down
triggers chain reactions



shutting down
triggers chain reactions



shutting down 
triggers chain reactions



shutting down 
triggers chain reactions



shutting down 
triggers chain reactions



care for the yellow light
cuts the chain reaction

awake 
body

open 
mind tender 

heart





The Red Light Pattern of Exclusion 
The Exclusion Pattern relates to how — when we shut down our connection 
to ourselves — we can ‘tune out’ or blur our perceptions others. This takes 
extreme forms like shunning, but can be as simple as not feeling that 
someone is worth listening to when they’re telling us a story from their day.  

Keep in mind that the Yellow Light of overwhelm and self-attack is an 
entirely different pattern. The Yellow Light points its harsh interpretation 
inwards, at ourselves, instead of outwards.  

Here, the outwards-pointing Red Light interpretation is that someone over 
there isn’t worth my time and attention. 

PLEASE CONSIDER 

• Has someone ever stopped listening to you? What was the experience like? How do you care for yourself when 
your experience has been excluded? 

• And do you ever tune people out? Looking back, ask yourself what is happening in those moments. And what is 
the effect on the relationship? 

PRACTICE 

• Please don’t feel that you have to become an information funnel, or that your own overwhelm is not 
valid. This is not our point here. Of course, we all have to pick and choose how much information we can process.  
Further, our aim is not for you to become harsh with yourself, as it tends to produce a “backlash” of shame and 
counter-aggression which makes the pattern worse (or gives rise to other compensatory Red Light patterns). 

• Instead, simply be curious, while also being kind to yourself. Ask, “When I shut down and exclude someone’s 
experience, what is the total effect in the situation? Does it work? What happens to them inside? What happens 
to me inside?” 

• And: “Could I ask for some space without shutting down?”



(what 
about me?!)

(“I’m afraid that 
I’m unworthy!”)

assessment
(what’s most 
important right now?)

self-doubt
I must always be
the focal point
of the situation 
(doubting my 
inherent worth)

see-saw thinking
split: if one 

‘

side’ goes
up, the other
must go down

exaggeration
totalizing 
my/our qualities

belittling/
put-down
targeting the
tender spots

pure gold body:
our basic sensory 
experiences (pleasure, pain or 
neutral) are ‘precious jewels’ 
and ‘solid gold’

pure gold heart:
every being — including
me — is a king or 
queen of their own life’s ‘kingdom’

pure gold mind:
even my/our flaws are a form 
of richness, allowing for valuable 
        insights and developing 
                          compassion

total appreciation:
everyone and every experience 
is a valued ‘guest’ in our life. 
       We can go beyond
       ‘poverty-mentality’ and 
            highlight the 
 genuine qualities 
            of others

The Four Stages of Contempt
and their four Interruptions
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The Red Light Pattern of Contempt 
The Contempt Pattern relates to how — when we shut down our 
connection to ourselves — we can see others as fundamentally less 
worthy than ourselves. This takes extreme forms like overt racism 
or sexism, etc. But it can be as simple as rolling our eyes when 
someone reveals their views on a topic we don’t agree with.  

Needless to say, having basic confidence in oneself or one’s group 
isn’t a problem. We’re not suggesting that you shouldn’t have 
preferences. But basic pride in oneself or one’s country (for 
example) isn’t to be mistaken for pushing others down, or seeing 
them as fundamentally beneath you. This is where we’ve fallen into 
the Red Light of exaggeration and aggrandizement.   

Here, the outwards-pointing Red Light interpretation is that 
someone over there could never equal my value in this world. 

PLEASE CONSIDER 

• Has anyone ever pushed you down, even verbally, even through a gesture? What was the experience like? How 
do you care for yourself when your experience has been seen through the lens of contempt? 

• And do you ever push people down? Looking back, ask yourself what is happening in those moments. And what 
is the effect on the relationship? 

PRACTICE 

• Reminder: the aim is not for you to become harsh with yourself, as it tends to produce a “backlash” of shame and 
counter-aggression which makes the pattern worse (or gives rise to other compensatory Red Light patterns). 
Please don’t push yourself down. 



• Instead, simply be curious, while also being kind to yourself. Ask, “When I push people down (even just in my 
mind) or hold contempt for someone, what is the total effect within the situation? Does it “work?" What happens 
to them inside? What happens to me?” 

• And: “Could I hold my own value and their value at the same time — even if we disagree or live in different ways? 
Even if I need to oppose them and work to suppress the harm I feel they’re causing?”



Pain

complaint
I should not be
feeling what I’m
feeling!

(ouch!)

(“I’m afraid that 
I’m unforgivable!”)

Accurate Body:
feel but drop 
the storyline;
pain is part 
of our lives

Big Picture Heart:
letting go of 
generalizations; 
feel mixing zone
between ‘me’ 
and ‘you’ (‘us’ and
‘them’)

Flexible Mind:
reclaiming our projections,
flexibility of mind, 
allowing for 
forgiveness, recognizing 
that change can happen

Letting go of 
punishment-mentality:
replace with Peace & 
Reconciliation approach

divisiveness
creation of me vs. you
or us vs. them

blame
this person/group
is why I feel
pain

retaliation/revenge
because they are
to blame, I can 
harm them

The Four Stages of Heartless Mind
and their interruptions
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The Red Light Pattern of Heartless Mind 
The Heartless Mind Pattern relates to how — when we shut down our 
connection to ourselves — we can see others as fundamentally undeserving of 
empathy. This can take extreme forms. Every form of vengeance has an aspect 
of this — especially vengeful punishment for “mistakes.” Needless to say, 
noticing and working to correct obvious mistakes isn’t a problem. We’re not 
suggesting one needs to turn off one’s intelligence and overlook real 
problems. But this shouldn’t be mistaken for a black-and-white morality 
where making a mistake indicates that someone is an inferior person for 
whom I should suppress my natural human compassion and attempt to inflict 
additional pain.  

PLEASE CONSIDER 

• Has anyone ever carried out some form of vengeance on you — even verbally — for making a mistake? What was 
the experience like? How do you care for yourself when your experience has been seen through the vengeful lens 
of Heartless Mind? 

• And do you ever try to inflict even small forms of pain on others? Looking back, ask yourself what is happening 
in those moments. And what is the effect on the relationship? 

PRACTICE 

• Reminder: the aim is NOT for you to take revenge on yourself. When we become harsh with ourselves, it tends to 
produce a “backlash” of shame and counter-aggression which makes the pattern worse (or gives rise to other 
compensatory Red Light patterns). 

• Instead, simply be curious, while also being decent to yourself. Ask, “When I lash out at others for making a 
mistake (even just in my mind) and try to inflict further pain, what is the total effect? Does it “work?" What 
happens to them inside? What happens to me?” 

• And: “Could I hold that they made a mistake AND that they’re a human being just like myself? Even if the 
mistakes need correcting, could there be a way to do that that aspires to benefit them as well?”



Pleasure

disconnect
(some have it,
I don’t)

Intimate Conversation 
with Senses (Awake Body):
the joy of exchange with 
our fundamental 
conversation partner - 
the senses.

Witnessing the 
Loneliness of Conditional 
Connection (Tender Heart):
feeling how conditional connection 
creates anxiety, isolation and self-doubt.
But everyone has unconditional connection
with Basic Goodness.

Investigating Sources 
of Happiness (Open Mind):
asking whether true happiness
comes from capturing/controlling 
sources of pleasure. Where does
true happiness come from?

Falling in Love with Reality:
Love of what is
overcomes mindless
strategies of self-gratification

emotional 
hunger 
(I want 
more)

objectification
(freezing an
object of joy)

manipulation
(dependent
strategies)

The Four Stages of Mindless Heart
and their four Interruptions

(“I’m afraid that 
I’m unlovable”)

(yum!)
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The Red Light Pattern of Mindless Heart 
The Mindless Heart Pattern relates to how — when we shut down 
our connection to ourselves — we can see others as our personal 
pathway to pleasure and connection. This can take extreme forms 
such as pretending to love someone and marrying them because we 
crave the material things or experiences they can provide us. Or it 
can be quite subtle, such as nodding in agreement with someone 
because we don’t want them to find out that we disagree. 

Needless to say, taking joy in our natural alignment with others 
isn’t a problem. We’re not suggesting we shouldn’t appreciate that 
we share interests and values with others, or create fun or 
meaningful experiences together. But this shouldn’t be mistaken 
for a mentality where I only see someone in relation to what they 
might give me, while ignoring their full humanity (objectification).  

PLEASE CONSIDER 

• Has anyone ever reduced you to the experiences, opportunities or material gains they want for themselves? What 
was the experience like? How do you care for yourself when your experience has been seen through the hungry/
craving lens of Mindless Heart? 

• And do you ever fall into viewing others in terms of your own benefit? Looking back, ask yourself what is 
happening in those moments. And what is the effect on the relationship? 

PRACTICE 

• Reminder: the aim is NOT for you to see yourself as fundamentally "naughty." When we become harsh with 
ourselves, it tends to produce a “backlash” of shame and counter-aggression which makes the pattern worse (or 
gives rise to other compensatory Red Light patterns). 



• Instead, simply be curious, while also providing real love to yourself. Ask, “When I view someone only in terms of 
my own benefit, what is the total effect? Does it “work?" What happens to them inside? What happens to me?” 

• And: “Could I hold our shared experiences of pleasure and joy with the desire for them to be happy just as much 
as myself?”



Pleasure

emotional disconnect:
you have it,
I don’t

hunger: 
I want
more

freezing an 
object of joy
(objectification)

giving power away: 
manipulation/dependent strategies 

Paincomplaint:
this should not 
be happening

divisiveness:
split - me/you
(us/them)

projection 
of blame

retaliation

Isolated
Self

fear of abandonment

Engulfed
Self

fear of powerlessness

heartless mind pattern

mindless heart pattern

copyright Susan Gillis Chapman

(“I’m afraid that 
I’m unlovable!”)

(“I’m afraid that 
I’m unforgivable!”)



The Cycles of Mindless Heart/Heartless Mind 
The Mindless Heart and Heartless Mind patterns have a unique 
relationship. The “frozen narratives” they use as their fuel feed powerfully 
into each other, trapping us in mindlessness unless we can become aware 
and step out of these ‘sticky’ patterns.  

The Heartless Mind narrative tends to push others away, using “heartless” 
judgements and punishment as a strategy to create distance.  

The Mindless Heart narrative tends to grasp at togetherness “at all costs,” 
smoothing over fractures and friction by ignoring one’s own intelligence that 
would acknowledge the natural boundaries and differences between 
ourselves and others. 

These two Red Light strategies can fold into the other, as one pattern falls 
apart and reforms at its opposite. Here, an abusive romantic partner 
(Heartless Mind) might break into tears, begging the victim not to leave and 
expressing that they’ll do “anything” to stay connected (Mindless Heart). Or 
the eternally loving and placid member of a friendship (Mindless Heart) might suddenly proclaim that they hated many 
things the other person did, which they now seek retribution for (Heartless Mind).  

PLEASE CONSIDER 

• Have you ever had someone you were in connection with flip from one of these patterns to the other? What was 
the experience like? How did you care for yourself? 

• And have you ever flipped from Mindless Heart to Heartless Mind? (or vice versa) Looking back, ask yourself 
what was happening in those moments. And what was the effect on the relationship? 



PRACTICE 

• Reminder: the aim is NOT for you to see yourself as fundamentally flawed or unworthy or unloveable. When we 
become harsh with ourselves, it tends to produce a “backlash” of shame and counter-aggression which makes the 
pattern worse (or gives rise to other compensatory Red Light patterns). 

• Instead, simply be curious, while also providing real space and kindness to yourself. Ask, “When I flip from one 
pattern to the other, what is the total effect? Does it “work?" What happens inside my conversation partner? 
What happens to me?” 

• And: “How can I step out of ‘flipping’ from one pattern to the other? How can I genuinely return to a mindful 
state, where my Awake Body, my Tender Heart and my Open Mind are all welcome to inform my relationships?”



Pleasure

Pain

Solitude
connecting to awake body,
tender heart, open mind

Mature
Intimacy

compassionate 
exchange

heartful mind training

mindful heart training

copyright Susan Gillis Chapman

self-
containment

longing to 
share
(recognition
of other’s
emotions)

curiosity: 
active 
listening

from ‘me-first’ 
to ‘we-first’
(letting go)

accepting
disappointment  

emotional
resiliance

feeling the
web of
connection

letting go/
forgiveness



The Cycles of Mindful Heart and Heartful Mind 
We are not doomed to the Red Light versions of love and affection. The 
Mindless Heart and Heartless Mind patterns can be let go of 
— “boycotted,” if you will. And when we do, new and more beautiful vistas 
of connection and relationship become available immediately.  

The first point here is that Solitude has its own goodness, dignity and 
depth. Being with myself is a powerful opportunity to connect with my 
Natural Communication System with less outside ‘chatter.’ Think of the 
quiet of drinking tea on a crisp winter morning looking out a window. 

When I move from Solitude into intimacy, it’s not out of desperation. 
Hence the Pleasure I feel at a new conversation or connection doesn’t 
have to shut down into grasping. Instead, I can flow with the new 
connection and enjoy where it leads — including discovering our 
differences. 

Here, Mature Intimacy isn’t about pretending we’re the same, or flattening our opinions so we don’t push any buttons. 
Neither is it a battle for whose views or preferences will dominate. Instead, we travel together and find the depth in our 
difference, while tasting the richness of our shared humanity. 

Inevitably, Pain happens in any human life, and in any human relationship. If nothing else, there is the pain at the end of 
life. But there are typically many thousands of small and large moments of pain, including the pain of losing attunement 
with our conversation partner. Here, the critical aspect is protecting disappointment with kindness, touching our deep 
resilience, and learning how to let go — back into the powerful contemplation of Solitude, whether for a moment, a 
month, a year or a lifetime…



Assessment
(effective/
ineffective)

restlessness
(’If I slow down
and connect
I will lose
control’)

interdependent body:
Slowing down 
reveals the web of 
shared sense experience 
— the ‘powerlines’ for all 
activity and planning. Your
world is also my world.

we-first heart:
contemplating both the 
    joy of victory and the agony 
    of defeat, we feel how
    everyone wants to ‘win,’
    each in their own way.

solutions-focused mind:
instead of attacking our
‘opponent,’ we could understand
them deeply. What are their 
 underlying longings, 
 beyond the surface?
 Could these be achieved 
 alongside our own?

‘power for everyone’:
envisioning the deep needs of 
the other team(s) can stimulate 
 solutions that empower
 everyone. This is 
 ultimate efficiency. 

heroic fixation
(”winner take all” 
morality)

strategizing
(uncovering
weaknesses to
exploit)

domination
(whatever it
takes to win)

The Four Stages of Ruthlessness
and their four Interruptions

(“I’m afraid 
that I’m 
inadequate”)

copyright Greg Heffron





The Four Seasons of 
Mindless Heart

WINTER

SPRING SUMMER

FALL

conditional joy: “These
times should never end.”

conditional intimacy/
enmeshment: “I’ll never

          be alone again.”

conditional love/
romanticism: “I need
someone to make me 
happy.”

conditional 
compassion: “if I

!x your pain, you will
have to love me.”



LOVE

INTIMACY

COMPASSIONJOY

le
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to

 fl
ow
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ly

inner solitude
allows connection

boundaries =
 

helping

love is ungraspable
and beautiful

THE FOUR 
MINDFUL HEART TRUTHS



LOVE

INTIMACY

COMPASSIONJOY

“..
.it

’s 
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ng
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nt
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pl
ea

su
re

...”

“...we can never know
another 100%...”

“...not seeing boundaries
hurts ourselves and others...”

“...all love naturally
includes loss...”

THE FOUR YELLOW LIGHT
DISAPPOINTMENTS

(”i’m sorry to disappoint you, but...”)



LOVE

INTIMACY

COMPASSIONJOY

noitci dda

fusion

no
is

sa
p

mo
c 

ev
i a

n

possession/grasping

FOUR MINDLESS HEART
MISUNDERSTANDINGS

joy triggers craving boundaries = 
isolation

intimacy is enmeshment

loss is failure/punishment



Mark

Moment 1

Moment 2

Moment 3

Moment 4

Moment 5

Moment 6

Moment 7

Moment 8

Tina Mark Tina

The Lights in Conversation: One Moment at a Time



THE “SOCIAL MOLECULE”

“The Chemistry of Emotions”: the conversation is constantly being 
changed as the conversation partners change



The Three Lights - a dynamic process
moment 1



The Three Lights - a dynamic process
moment 2



The Three Lights - a dynamic process
moment 3



The Three Lights - a dynamic process
moment 4



The Three Lights - a dynamic process
moment 5



The Three Lights - a dynamic process
moment 6

!

?



The Three Lights - a dynamic process
moment 7



The Three Lights - a dynamic process
moment 8



Don’t Just Talk About It — Come Live It 
Are you tired of good advice that you cannot 
live? Are you overwhelmed by studying ten 
theories that sound good, but which don’t 
seem to work at the speed and intensity of 
real life situations?  

Don’t sit on the sidelines. Come train with 
us. We can take you from theory to reality, 
al lowing you to “surf the wave of 
coincidence” to become more spontaneous, 
sharper, kinder and more effective — 
especially when life is tough. This can be 
helpful for you and also for those you’re 
working with. Contact us today. 

“It’s really hands-on. You really 
learn how to communicate.” 
~ Dr Martin Ramstedt (Germany), 
A n t h r o p o l o g i s t , M a x P l a n c k 
Institute 

“We all discovered when we shared our topics, issues and struggles in the Green Zone, there was always a 
perspective you could relate to.  It was a magical, powerful thing.” 
~ Esther Schramm (Austria),  Mediator, Solution-focused Coach 

“I found the course to be very relevant and applicable to the work that I do in restorative justice and mediation.” 
~ Elvia Garcia (USA), Buddhist Teacher, Conflict Management Professional 



“In the beginning I just did this course for professional reasons but during the course I realized it really is 
something which brings me personally to corners within myself that I never would have looked at.” 
~ Dr. Verena Plutzar (Austria), Educational Trainer 

“I was able to express myself and be heard in a very compassionate way.  That was a great gift.” 
Margaret Kelly (USA), M.A. Candidate, Psychology 

“I never got a Masters Degree, and I never felt I needed it after Green Zone Leader and Teacher Training.” 
~ Zoey Moyle, Buddhist Teacher, Teacher Training Graduate 2021 

"As a communication and conversation coach for decades, I have never found anything so easy and relevant for 
such a wide range of people. They get it literally in a flash, enough to really get started...It makes me want to 
teach it to the whole world.” 
~ Chris Trani, Communication Trainer, MA Counseling Psychology, Buddhist Teacher 

“I feel like I learned more in the Green Zone Leader course than I did in my Masters program in Counseling. And 
that cost me $100,000.” 
~Laurel Vogel, Zen Buddhist, Therapist 

“The material was so rich with things we can take back to our lives and practice.” 
~ G.M. – President of BCTTN, and hospice worker 

"I could see in action how the Five Keys [material] offered so such practical wisdom that almost immediately 
enhanced my relationship with my children and partner and friends and family.”  
~ E.B., Psychotherapist 

"I’m very grateful for these teachings to help me through some hard situations in my life.”  
~ G.L. - Mindfulness Trainer 

"While I came for the professional skills, I’m seeing big changes to my personal life as well.”  
~ F.N. - Hospital Board Chairman



Join the Mindful Communication Movement 
The world needs your deepest, truest self. Please use these teachings and 
practices to be kind to yourself, make the changes you need to make, and 
open to others in a world that needs your whole self: Body, Heart and Mind. 

Green Zone Institute is dedicated to bringing these teachings out into the 
world. We offer online and live classes (across North America and Europe). 

Resources 
• Please see our website for Video and Audio teachings. 

• Sign up for our email newsletter. 

• Like Green Zone Institute on Facebook. 

• Facebook Discussion Groups 

• Mindful Communication IS Possible (general interest group) 

• Mindful Communication Resources for Professionals & Meditators 

• Subscribe to our YouTube Channel 

• Follow us on Instagram 

• Follow us on Twitter 

Courses & Online Community 
Beyond the offerings below, see the full list on our Programs Page 

https://www.greenzonetalk.com/video/
https://www.greenzonetalk.com/video/audio-recordings/
https://www.greenzonetalk.com/contact-us/newsletter-subscription/
https://www.facebook.com/greenzoneinstitute/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/greenzonetalk/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/greenzonepro/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCjQvejtZsVUHdQTmZzC_4OA
https://www.instagram.com/greenzoneinstitute/
https://twitter.com/GreenZoneInst
http://www.greenzonetalk.com/programs/


Natural 
Communication

System (Key: 
Mindful Presence)

Speaking Truth, Neither
 Exaggerating nor 
Suppressing 
(Key: Mindful Speech)

open mind

tender heart

awake body
Unconditional

Friendliness/ 
Four Seasons (Key:

Mindful Relationship)

“I’m
 afraid that I’m powerless”

“I’m afraid that I’m unworthy”

“I’m afraid that I’m
 u

nf
or

gi
va

b
le

”“I’m
 afraid that I’m unloveable”

assessment
(effective/ineffective?)

restlessness

interdependent body

we-first heart

solutions-focused mind

‘power for everyone’

heroic fixation

strategizing

domination

The Four Stages of Ruthlessness
and their Interruptions

The Four 
Stages of 
Exclusion

and their 
Interruptions

Joy
disconnect

Intimate Conversation 
with Senses (Awake Body)

Witnessing the 
Loneliness of Conditional 
Connection (Tender Heart)

Investigating Sources 
of Happiness (Open Mind)

Falling in Love with Reality

emotional 
hunger 

objectification

manipulation

The Four Stages of Mindless Heart
and their Interruptions

Pain
complaint

Accurate Body

Big Picture Heart

Flexible Mind

Letting go of 
punishment-mentality

divisiveness

blame

retaliation

The Four Stages of Heartless Mind
and their interruptions

assessment
(what’s most important 

right now?)

self-doubt

see-saw thinking

exaggeration

belittling/
put-down

pure gold body

pure gold heart

pure gold mind

total appreciation

The Four Stages of Contempt
and their Interruptions

stillness-biasSpacious Body

Spacious Heart

Spacious Mind

Atmosphere 
of Welcoming

refusal

irritation

shutting 
down

Surfing the Wave of Coincidence 
(Key: Mindful Responses)

Encouragement/Going for the Gold
(Key: Mindful Listening)

Mindful-Heartful Cycle 
(green light relationship)

Green Zone 
Mandala

Two Kinds of Green Zone

stimulation

“I’m afraid that I’m unwelcome”

green zones

Joy

Pain

Solitude
connecting to awake body,
tender heart, open mind

Mature
Intimacy

compassionate 
exchange

heartful mind training

mindful heart training

self-
containment

longing to 
share
(recognition
of other’s
emotions)

curiosity: 
active 
listening

from ‘me-first’ 
to ‘we-first’
(letting go)

accepting
disappointment  

emotional
resiliance

feeling the
web of
connection

letting go/
forgiveness

Personal Green Zone

Social Green Zone
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